
AVANTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY 

TAMARAM(V), MAKAVARAPALEM (M) 
VISAKHAPATNAM-531113 

EMPLOYER FEEDBACK FORM 

Contact No:9159224223 Name of the company: HCL 
Name of the person: D. Vinod 
Email Address: d.vinod@hcl.com 
Designation: HR Manager 

Programmes participated in the interview: B.Tech 
No. of students recruited:21 

We request you to share with us your valuable feedback to evaluate our academic procedures in 
transforming a student into an employee. 

Directions: You are requested to give a number in the box provided against each item as per 

the following scale: Good-3 Satisfactory-2 Poor-1 

S.No. Parameter Rating 

Curent curriculum is relevant for employability. 

2 Curriculum bridges the gap between industry and academics. 

3 Curriculum helps in boosting the efficiency of the organization. 3 

4 Curriculum design has the ability to invoke innovative minds. 

5 Curriculum design towards entrepreneurial motives that can help own 
ventures. 

6 2 Curriculum design towards enhancing the orientation. 

7 Overall impression about curriculum design. 

Please suggest the following 

Any additional course required to improve C and java 
employability. 
Any additional training on tool required to Communication tools and programming 
improve employability. 

2 

tools 
Suggestions: 
on communication and programming More focus 

D.Vinod 

Signature 



AVANTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY 

TAMARAM(V), MAKAVARAPALEM (M) 
VISAKHAPATNAM-531113 

EMPLOYER FEEDBACK FORM 

Name of the company: Wipro Tech 
Name of the person: M Naveen Manjunathan 
Email Address: naveen.m46@wipro.com 
Designation: Manager Global Campus Hiring Wipro Limited 

Contact No:6305417476 

Programmes participated in the interview: B.Tech 
No. of students recruited:14 

We request you to share with us your valuable feedback to evaluate our academic procedures in 
transforming a student into an employee. 

Directions: You are requested to give a number in the box provided against each item as per 

the following scale: Good-3 Satisfactory-2 Poor-1 

S.No. Parameter Rating 

Current curriculum is relevant for employability. 

2 Curriculum bridges the gap between industry and academics. 

3 Curriculum helps in boosting the efficiency of the organization. 

4 Curriculum design has the ability to invoke innovative minds. 

5 Curriculum design towards entrepreneurial motives that can help own 
ventures. 

Curriculum design towards enhancing the orientation. 

3 Overall impression about curriculum design. 

Please suggest the following 

Any additional course required to improve Java 
employability. 
Any additional training on tool required to Amazon RDS 
improve employability. 

2 

Suggestions: 
More focus on communication and programming 

M Naveen Manjunathan 

Signature 



AVANTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY 

TAMARAM(V), MAKAVARAPALEM (M) 
VISAKIAPATNAM-531113 

EMPLOYER FEEDBACK FORM 

Name of the company: Hobel Bellows CO 
Name of the person: Shanthy Y 

mail Address: hra hobelco.com 
Designation: Manager IR 

Contact No: 984991S163 

P'rogrammes partieipated in thhe interview: B.Tech 
No. of students reeruited:8 

We request you to share with us your valuable feedback to evaluate our academic procedures in 

Iransforming a student into an employee. 

Directions: You are requested to give a number in the box provided against each item as per 

the following scale: Good-3 Satisfactory-2 Poor-1 

S.No. Parameter Rating 

Current eurriculum is relevant for employability. 

2 Curriculum bridges the gap between industry and academies. 

3 Curriculum helps in boosting the efficiency of the organization. 

4 Curriculum design has the ability to invoke innovative minds. 

Curriculum design towards entrepreneurial motives that can help own 
ventures, 

Curriculum design towards enhancing the orientation. 

1 Overall impression about currieulum design. 3 

Please suggest the following 

Any additional course required to improve Full stack 
employability. 
Any additional training on tool required to 
improve employability. 

Core java 

Suggestions: 

Frontend developer course need to focus 

Shanthy Y 

Signature 
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AVANTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY 

TAMARAM(V), MAKAVARAPALEM (M) 
VISAKHAPATNAM-531113 

EMPLOYER FEEDBACK FORM 

Contact No: 9849801214 Name of the company: Miracle Software 
Name of the person: Thamada Raja Ramesh 
Email Address: r.thamada@miraclesoft.com 

Designation: Manager HR 

Programmes participated in the interview: B.Tech 
No. of students recruited:1 

We request you to share with us your valuable feedback to evaluate our academic procedures in 

transforming a student into an employee. 

Directions: You are requested to give a number in the box provided against each item as per 

the following scale: Good-3 Satisfactory-2 Poor-1 

S.No. Parameter Rating 

Current curriculum is relevant for employability. 

2 Curriculum bridges the gap between industry and academics. 2 

3 Curiculum helps in boosting the efficiency of the organization. 3 

3 Curriculum design has the ability to invoke innovative minds. 

5 Curriculum design towards entrepreneurial motives that can help own 2 

ventures. 

6 Curriculum design towards enhancing the orientation. 

7 Overall impression about curriculum design. 

Please suggest the following 

Any additional course required to improve Full stack 
employability. 
Any additional training on tool required to |Core java 

improve employability. 

Suggestions: 

Frontend developer course need to focus 

Thamada Raja Ramesh 

Signature 
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AVANTHI INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY 

TAMARAM(V), MAKAVARAPALEM (M) 
VISAKHAPATNAM-531113 

EMPLOYER FEEDBACK FORM 

Name of the company:Mouritech Contact No: 9032766722 

Name of the person: VamshiShanki 
Email Address: Vamshis.in@mouritech.com 
Designation: HR 
Programmes participated in the interview: B.Tech 
No. of students recruited:7 

We request you to share with us your valuable feedback to evaluate our academic procedures in 

transforming a student into an employee. 

Directions: You are requested to give a number in the box provided against each item as per 

the following scale: Good-3 Satisfactory-2 Poor-1 

S.No. Parameter Rating 

1 Current curriculum is relevant for employability. 

2 Curriculum bridges the gap between industry and academics. 

3 Curriculum helps in boosting the efficiency of the organization. 

4 Curriculum design has the ability to invoke innovative minds. 

5 Curriculum design towards entrepreneurial motives that can help own 2 

ventures. 

6 3 Curriculum design towards enhancing the orientation. 

Overall impression about curriculum design. 

Please suggest the following 

Any additional course required to improve C and java 
employability. 
Any additional training on tool required to Communication tools and programming 
improve employability. tools 

Suggestions: 
on communication and programming More focus 

VamshiShanki 

Signaturee 
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